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New Posts. Members Profile. Post Reply. So I became the proud owner of an Allis Chalmers
tractor Monday evening. I love rebuilding things most usually they are in the form of
international scouts. I grew up with several Allis Chalmers combines model E but have never
owned or operated an Allis tractor. After getting it to the house I think it is a not a pure model. I
bought it as a B because of the front end, after looking it over and finding the tractor number it
appears to be a C C So I am now looking for info to find out how many pieces are not from the
original tractor any thing you all could pass along would be greatly appreciated. Post some
pictures of it. The C is like the red-haired step-son of the AC world. They are great tractors -nfe
or wfe. Scouts are nice, but rusty. I swap parts off them springs and D44 parts for my CJ7 and M
Steering box below the gas tank has an arm pointing DOWN and a drag link to the left front tire
kingpin C can be narrow front, or wide front end. Has a straightforward, matter-of-fact approach
and doesn't let emotion distract him or her. That looks like what you have Probably someone
took the transmission and rear end off a C and connected to the engine and front axle of a B. I
cant see clearly on the radiator cover Is there an opening at the bottom left side where a C
steering rod might have been? It is possible someone took the front axle and steering box of a
B and just put on the C tractor What I want to do with it is a great question, I have a Massey 35
Diesel Deluxe and my grandfather's 8n, I use both for various tasks. I also have a line on a parts
B that I could put the motor with to make it a full B. I like the C wide front tractor so I may keep
my eyes out for one and go that direction, so at this time I am in a fact finding mission. At the
bare minimum I will return to good mechanical condition as I hate to see any of them in
disrepair. Yours looks like a better job. Only thing that doesn't match the B wide-front is your
grill, it is from the C, has the large round cutout underneath for the narrow front. Other than
that, looks pretty complete and usable, just needs a battery box and headlights if needed. The
rockshaft is a nice find too. With a little creativity, they can do a lot. Leave things better than
you found them. First, let me welcome you to the Unofficial Allis Chalmers Forum. As you can
see there is a wealth of information available from some of the best sources. You have an
"interesting" tractor. Looks to be a C with a B front. As stated above your tractor appears to be
a C with a B wide front. Again, welcome to the forum. We look forward to seeing additional
information on this unusual tractor. Welcome to the forum! It also looks like it was an original
steel-wheel tractor too, which makes sense with the serial. It has the rear steel centers and tall
air cleaner stack. So the rockshaft is not a term I am familiar with. I assume it is the piece on the
back of the tractor that acts kind of like the three point on my other tractors. What implements
work with it? The wide front makes it a far nicer tractor than a narrow front. Congrats on your
buy. It'll make you a nice addition to your fleet. They made a mounted mid mount mower for
that. Grand dad had 1 on his C. He put a smaller pulley on his PTO shaft so the sickle ran a little
faster. It made a nicer outfit to mow hay. That would be a mounted price. Tubes would be extra.
CMNrallye79 wrote: So the rockshaft is not a term I am familiar with. I'm a bit out of my depth on
the implements, but single bottom plows seem to be the most common. You can also use it as
part of a three-point conversion. I welded an arm on mine as part of the lift mechanism for my
front mounted snow plow. Possibilities are endless! The two hydraulic ram setup on yours is
interesting. Appears your rockshaft is solid all the way across, so they are working in tandem, I
assume off a single control. Most units I've seen with hydraulics have a single cylinder. The
engine number appears to be CE the last number could be a C it is not perfectly clear. Does that
jive with it being the same age as the transmission? Thank you for the warm welcome and all
the good information, it is truly appreciated! Welcome to the Forum. A wealth of knowledge
here, and we can use your input too. In the Barns, Shops. It's too bad that you just got the
tractor and you already have to take off a rear tire and turn it around. I hope they are not full of
fluid! The last digit is typically a "G". CEG is mid to late Most likely the original engine for your
early ' Welcome to the best darn AC forum on the planet! As the others mentioned, it looks like
you have a C model with a B front end. Sometimes they get changed because of the way the
owners property might have been a little hilly, where the wide front has much more stability on
hilly property. Good luck with it! Looks like a great start!! You cannot post new topics in this
forum You cannot reply to topics in this forum You cannot delete your posts in this forum You
cannot edit your posts in this forum You cannot create polls in this forum You cannot vote in
polls in this forum. This page was generated in 0. Thank you, Mark. I have a with the exact same
mod. I've read that dealerships would do the swap, but I could tell that wasn't the case with
mine as the wide front spacers were missing and the toolbox shroud was hacked up to fit the B
steering box they had. Edited by C in Concord - 20 Jan at am. Good Luck! Bill Long. Hope it was
free cause it's not worth much. This is the left side from the front. Engine Number. Forum
Permissions You cannot post new topics in this forum You cannot reply to topics in this forum
You cannot delete your posts in this forum You cannot edit your posts in this forum You cannot
create polls in this forum You cannot vote in polls in this forum. Help Support the Unofficial

Allis Forum. Das Getriebe hakt. Vielleicht hilft dir das weiter. Wollt ich auch mal machen, kam
aber noch nicht dazu, deshalb kein Erfahrungswert. Hing meistens davon ab wie warm der
Motor ist. Ist da eine ausgehakt oder gebrochen. Schmatzek1 schrieb am 6. Februar um Uhr :.
Denke auch nicht. Gestern grad gemacht auf Grund undichten Simmering am Flansch. Forum
TT 8N. Febuar um Ich habe folgendes Problem. Ich habe die gleiche Frage Neue Antwort. Hilfe,
mein Getrieb oxidiert Seite 1 1 von 1. Langenberger80 am 5. PaulsRocco am 6. Langenberger80
Ich werde es mal versuchen. PaulsRocco Ich mache es morgen und gebe dann ein kurzes
Feedback. Ich hoffe es klappt. Schmatzek1 am 6. Schmatzek1 Leider nicht der fall. Sind beide
noch in Ordnung. Langenberger80 Hat leider nichts gebracht. Langenberger80 am 6. Und das
Schaltung einstellen nach TT-Eifel hast du auch schon probiert wie oben beschrieben? Zitat:
Schmatzek1 schrieb am 6. Februar um Uhr : Und das Schaltung einstellen nach TT-Eifel hast du
auch schon probiert wie oben beschrieben? Hat leider auch nichts gebracht. Langenberger80
am 7. Nein, das wird bei dem Problem nicht helfen. Gruss caddy2E. BullTT68 am 7. Antwort
schreiben. This beautiful Ford 8N tractor followed us home last week. I had to stop and look. It
was a good deal so I e nded up buying it. Can someone tell me why the Ford 9N came before the
8N? And why there was a Ford 2N tractor between the 9N and the 8N? Surely, someone at Ford
knew how to count, or at least knew what order the numbers came in? I had more that one
farmer ask me for tune ups as they saw my old tractor working on a daily basis. Most couldn't
figure out how to change points. The one thing I changed for dependability was that I put a 12
volt alternator on it. It also was painted up with flames. The 2N was introduced in late It also had
a lockout so you could not start it in gear. When Harry and Herry broke up the 9N became the
8N. Peter, we had 3 of these tractors through the years, and if I remember right, the 2 or the 9N
was a 3 speed instead of a 4 speed. Also very tall narrow front wheels were on one of ours.
These are great little tractors and we always had folks wanting to buy ours when we owned
them! Your's looks great, congratulations! Here was our last one before we went to Kubota!
Nice looking tractor. Yes, the 9N came out in '39 and had a 3 speed transmission and a top
speed of about 6 mph. The 2N came out in '42 and I have been told that the reason for it was
rubber was scarce and the 2N came from the factory with steel wheels and no tires but it seems
impossible to find one that way today as they seem to have all gotten fitted with rubber tires
after the war. Then the 8N came out in '48 and had a 4-speed transmission which made it faster.
We had an 8N and I soon learned that you could kick it out of gear going down hill and pick up
quite a bit of speed. My older brother tried that one day pulling a trailer and jackknifed the trailer
and lost his load. I wished the 8N had power steering. I would be disking crop land and make a
turn at the end of the field and if it dropped into a furrow the wheel would whip around and
make you thumb feel like it had broken if you had it wrapped around the wheel. Lesson 2 was
Don't wrap your thumb down in side the steering wheel. Great looking tractors, guys. Hopefully
I can make it as nice as the tractors posted here. Interestingly enough, someone upgraded it
with the high-low range Sherman transmission and Zenith carburetor. Guess someone wanted a
hot rod NAA. I had to wait for a string of about 15 tractors coming from my left, and about a
hundred cars stacked up behind them. I guess these farmers team up and help each other with
bailing. A friend of mine in E central IL has an 8N, too A few months ago I had a doctor
appointment. Got to a traffic light but the line of traffic I was in was not moving. Finally I got
close enough to realize a huge line of farm tractors were going thru the light and a deputy
sheriff was holding traffic for them. Got thru the light and had to follow them for about 4 miles.
Needless to say, after a forty minute delay I was late for my appointment. Never did find out
what was going on but I decided a bunch of farm boys decided to have a parade. There isn't a
part on one of that series 9,2,8N series that I have not had to rebuild at one time or another.
Tough little tractors that really stood the test of time. Dandy Dave! Yep my 8N still does
driveway duty to keep the gravel leveled out, move trailers around and such. Since moving out
of the snowbelt of NY it is semi retired from snow duty but it moved 12 foot of snow each of the
last two winters before the move. Use to move a lot of firewood with the front end loader mine
has, now I just push the remote for the gas fireplace. This past winter I used it to track up the
drive and go to the mail box once but didn't bother putting the plow on. I guess both the tractor
and I are both getting lazy in our old age. I brought the V-blade plow just in case. You need to be
a member in order to leave a comment. Sign up for a new account in our community. It's easy!
Already have an account? Sign in here. Recommended Posts. Peter Zobian 42 Posted July 11,
Posted July 11, Link to post Share on other sites. I used a 9N at the boat yard for years, we think
it was a I can't tell you why 9 came before 8 but it did. It got sold at the retirement sale, I wonder
what ever happened to it. I wonder if I have any pictures of it. Certainly not digital ones. Nice
score!! Thanks for the memory jog. Tinindian 1, Posted July 11, John Byrd Posted July 11, Larry
Schramm 3, Posted July 11, Posted July 12, Mike36 Posted July 12, The 8n was also available
with a Sherman overdrive. Posted July 17, Yup, Most tractors will waste a lot of time traveling. I

always worry about getting rear ended at 15 MPH. I have a newer Kobota now that at least has
flashers and I red tri-angle sign on the back. I live in the country and yesterday I was trying to
turn left onto the main road. ScarredKnightfan Posted July 17, Very cool Posted July 18, Dandy
Dave Posted July 18, Posted July 18, edited. Edited July 18, by Dandy Dave see edit history. Jim
Bollman Posted July 18, Create an account or sign in to comment You need to be a member in
order to leave a comment Create an account Sign up for a new account in our community.
Register a new account. Sign in Already have an account? Sign In Now. Followers 0. Go to topic
listing. Sign In Sign Up. Our curbside pickup is available while our retail store remains closed to
walk in business. Curbside orders must be placed online or by phone before you arrive. When
placing your order by phone you will be given a pick up time, if you order online please wait for
one of our customer service specialist to contact you when your order is ready for pickup.
Thank you for your understanding and patience. A service manual reprint tells you how to take
the tractor apart, how to fix it and how to put it back together again. It is a reprint of the manual
that the factory furnished the dealers shop serviceâ€¦. With numbered pictures giving you great
detail on assembly and disassembly. It also gives you a guide, with numbers, for ordering parts,
and makes you seem much more informedâ€¦. This muffler is made in the USA, but it is not
restoration quality. Discerning collectors have expressed disappointment over the sound of this
muffler, though it will mount up to your tractor perfectly. Fits 2N, 8N and 9N only. These tractors
are identifiable by theirâ€¦. Store decals in a cool, dry place. Do not soak these decals in water.
Detailed how-to application and decal placementâ€¦. Quick Order Sign in. Shop By Brand. What
are you looking for? Find it. Shopping on behalf of. Shopping for. Learn how to receive free
delivery. Refinement Opti
citroen c1 manual
2003 mercury mountaineer engine
honda accord turn signal not working
ons. Ford Ford Industrial Massey Ferguson Oliver Massey Harris Cockshutt International MF
Industrial Minneapolis Moline Allis Chalmers All New Parts Steiner Exclusives Great Gifts
Chassis Parts Electrical Parts Engine Parts Cooling Parts Gauges Miscellaneous Steiner Lights
Best Selling Gifts By Price. One Size 9. Red-White-Blue 3. Blue 1. Green 1. Red 1. Mesh 1. Ford
8n. Showing Products: 1 - 24 Total Products: In Stock. It is a reprint of the manual that the
factory furnished the dealers shop serviceâ€¦ Product Number: BOK It also gives you a guide,
with numbers, for ordering parts, and makes you seem much more informedâ€¦ Product
Number: BOK Steering Wheel â€¦, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 8N, , , , , , , , 4 cylinder - ], Serviceable for ;
Replaces: 8N, D6NNB Ford Industrial - Fits: [ , , , , , , Serviceable for ], [â€¦ Product Number: FDS
Low Stock. Related Products: 8n Fds Related Products: 9n Sleeve 8n. Product Number: FDS Out
of Stock. Did you find this search useful? Yes No.

